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Abstract
We introduce a new digraph width measure called directed branch-
width. To do this, we generalize a characterization of graph classes of
bounded tree-width in terms of their line graphs to digraphs.
Under parameterizations by directed branch-width we obtain linear
time algorithms for many problems, such as directed Hamilton path and
Max-Cut, which are hard when parameterized by other known directed
width measures. More generally, we obtain an algorithmic meta-theorem
for the model-checking problem for a restricted variant of MSO2-logic on
classes of bounded directed branch-width.
1 Introduction
Since many graph problems are NP-hard in general, it is useful to investigate
the complexity of such problems on specific graph classes. For example, many
of these problems are tractable on trees and on classes of bounded tree-width
[11, 17, 19]. In fact, by Courcelle’s Theorem [8], we know that a huge class of
problems (MSO2-expressible problems) are solvable in linear time on graphs of
bounded tree-width.
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†Supported by a Royal Society of Edinburgh Personal Research Fellowship, funded by the
Scottish Government.
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Problems that are tractable on classes of graphs of bounded tree-width re-
main so even on classes of digraphs which have bounded tree-width when the
direction of their edges is ignored. However, there are situations in which certain
orientations of edges can make some problems tractable even when they are in-
tractable on the underlying undirected graph classes. For example, the Hamilton
Path problem is NP-complete on undirected graphs but it is polynomial-time
solvable on any acyclic orientation of any graph. This motivates the search
for a truly directed analogue of tree-width that can distinguish cases in which
edge-orientations can make problems tractable.
It is not obvious how to obtain such an analogue. In fact this question
has been an active area of research since the 1990s and it has stimulated the
research community to define numerous directed analogues of tree-width [29].
All of these digraph width measures (which we shall call ‘tree-width-inspired ’
measures, following the terminology in [29]) were defined by generalizing a char-
acterization of tree-width in terms of cops-robber games; they include directed
tree-width[27], DAG-width[4], Kelly-width[25] and D-width[36]. Unfortunately, de-
spite being very useful in some cases, in general all tree-width-inspired measures
face considerable algorithmic shortcomings. For example, they are all bounded
on the class of DAGs, a class for which some natural problems remain NP-
complete (e.g. directed Max-Cut [30]). In fact, unless NP Ď Pzpoly, certain
algorithmic shortcomings are unavoidable by any digraph width measure which
shares certain properties with any tree-width inspired measure (in particular
there cannot be a Courcelle-like theorem parameterized by any one of these
digraph width measures) [21].
Another notable class of digraph width measures is that of ‘rank-width-
inspired ’ measures [29]. Rank-width is a generalization of tree-width which
is bounded on some denser graph classes. For example, while every class of
bounded tree-width has bounded rank-width, cliques and complete bipartite
graphs have bounded rank-width (but unbounded tree-width). There are sev-
eral directed analogues of rank-width, including clique-width (defined on di-
graphs from the start [9]), NLC-width [23] and bi-cut-rank-width [28]. These
measures are unbounded on DAGs and they admit an algorithmic meta-theorem
for problems definable in a more restricted fragment of logic [10]. However,
this fragment of logic does not have enough expressive power to describe all the
problems which are tractable on classes of bounded undirected tree-width. In
fact the directed versions of the Hamilton Path and Max-Cut problems (both
tractable on classes of bounded underlying tree-width) are Wr1s-hard when
parameterized by any tree-width or rank-width-inspired measure [30, 20].
Our contribution We introduce a new digraph width measure called directed
branch-width. We obtain this measure by generalizing Gurski and Wanke’s
characterization of graph classes of bounded tree-width in terms of their line
graphs [22].
We show that the Hamilton Path problem and the directed Max-Cut prob-
lem are in FPT parameterized by directed branch-width. This is particularly
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significant since both of these problems are Wr1s-hard when parameterized by
any tree-width-inspired or rank-width-inspired measure [30, 20]. More generally
we show that there exists an FPT-time algorithm parameterized by directed
branch-width for the model-checking problem on a restricted variant of the
monadic second order logic of graphs.
Paper Outline In Section 2 we introduce the necessary graph-theoretic no-
tions and we introduce the concepts of undirected branch-width and rank-width.
In Section 3 we define directed branch-width and we show that a class of di-
graphs has bounded directed branch-width if and only if its corresponding class
of directed line-graphs has bounded bi-cut-rank-width. In Section 4 we study
simple properties of directed branch-width and its relationship to existing di-
graph width-measures. In Section 5 we consider the algorithmic applications of
directed branch-width. Finally we suggest future research directions in Section
6.
2 Background
Throughout, for any natural number n, let rns denote the set t1, . . . , nu. We
denote by xy the undirected edge joining two vertices x and y and we denote the
directed edge starting at x and ending at y by ÝÑxy. For any vertex x in a digraph
D, we shall write N`D pxq and N
´
D pxq to mean the sets ty P V pDq :
ÝÑxy P EpDqu
and tw P V pDq : ÝÑwx P EpDqu respectively of out-neighbors and in-neighbors
of x in D. Furthermore, we shall denote by NDpxq the set N
`
D pxq Y N
´
D pxq
of neighbors of x. Note that, if the digraph D is clear from context, then we
shall drop the subscripts and simply write Npxq, N`pxq and N´pxq. Given
a directed graph D, we denote by upDq the underlying undirected graph of D
which is obtained by making all of the edges of D undirected. We say that a
subset A of vertices is complete to another vertex-subset B (disjoint from A) if
every vertex of A is adjacent to every vertex of B.
The line-graph of a graphG was introduced by Whitney [38] and is the graph
defined as pEpGq, tef : e, f P EpGq s.t. eX f ‰ Huq. We introduce the concept
of a directed line-graph as a directed analogue of Whitney’s definition. Just as
the line-graph of an undirected graph encodes which pairs of edges can occur
in succession in a path, the directed line-graph of a digraph D encodes which
edge-pairs can occur in succession in a directed path.
Definition 1. The directed line-graph ~LpDq of a digraph D is the digraph
~LpDq :“
`
EpDq,
 ÝÑ
ef : Dtw, x, yu Ď V pDq such that e “ ÝÑwx and f “ ÝÑxy
(˘
.
Now we define the directed vertex and edge separators corresponding to edge
and vertex-partitions respectively.
Definition 2. Let D be a directed graph, let pV pDqzA,Aq be a partition of the
vertices of D and let pEpDqzB,Bq be a partition of the edges of D. We call the
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sets
SEA :“ t
ÝÑxy P EpDq : x P V pDqzA and y P Au and
SVB :“ ty P V pDq : Dx, z P V pDq with
ÝÑxy P EpDqzB and ÝÑyz P Bu
the edge separator and vertex separator corresponding to pV pDqzA,Aq and
pEpDqzB,Bq respectively. The directed order of an edge (or vertex) partition
is the number of elements contained in the vertex (or edge) separator associated
with that partition (for example the order of pEpDqzB,Bq is |SVB |).
Every edge of a tree T partitions the set ℓpT q of the leaves of T into two
sets. Given an edge xy in a tree T and letting Y be the set of all leaves found
in the connected component of T ´ xy which contains the vertex y, we call the
partition tℓpT qzY, Y u the leaf-partition of T corresponding to xy.
For any graph-theoretic notation not defined here, we refer the reader to
[12].
2.1 Tree-width-inspired measures.
Tree-width is a measure of global connectivity and ‘tree-likeness’ which was
introduced independently by many authors [2, 24, 34]. At an intuitive level, it
can be thought of as a measure of how how far a graph is from being a tree; for
example edge-less graphs have tree-width 0, forests with at least one edge have
tree-width 1 and, for n ą 1, n-vertex cliques have tree-width n´ 1.
Definition 3. Let G be a graph, let T be a tree and let pVtqtPT be a sequence of
vertex subsets (called bags) of G indexed by the nodes of T . The pair pT, pVtqtPT q
is a tree decomposition of G if it satisfies the following axioms:
1. every vertex and every edge of G is contained in at least one bag of
pT, pVtqtPT q
2. for any vertex x in G, the induced subgraph T rtt P T : x P Vtus is con-
nected.
The width of a tree decomposition pT, pVtqtPT q of a graph G is defined as
maxtPT |Vt| ´ 1. The tree-width twpGq of G is the minimum possible width of
any tree decomposition of G.
There are several equivalent definitions of tree-width. One unified way of
defining both undirected tree-width and all of the tree-width-inspired measures
for digraphs [29] is via a family of pursuit-evasion games called cops-robber
games which are played on either directed or undirected graphs. These games
are played on any (directed) graph with two players: the Sheriff and the Villain.
The Sheriff controls a set of cops which each occupy a single vertex and the
Villain controls a single robber which also occupies a single vertex. The Sheriff
wins if a cop is ever placed on a vertex occupied by the robber and looses
otherwise. Different cops-robber games can be defined by varying how the cops
and the robbers can be moved and by the information available to each player.
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Depending on the game variant, undirected tree-width and each tree-width-
inspired width measure can be defined as the number of cops needed to to
guarantee a win for the Sheriff [11, 29]. For a formal description of these games,
see Section 4.3.
2.2 Layouts: branch-width and rank-width.
A notion closely related to tree-width, which we use throughout this paper, is
that of branch-width.
Definition 4 ([35]). A branch decomposition of a graph G is a pair pT, τq where
T is a tree of maximum degree three and τ is a bijection from the leaves of T to
EpGq. The order of an edge e of T is the number of vertices v of G such that
there are leaves t1, t2 in T in different components of T ´ e, with τpt1q, τpt2q
both incident with v. The width of pT, τq is the maximum order of the edges of
T . The branch-width of G (written bwpGq) is the minimum possible width of
any branch-decomposition of G.
It is known that a class of undirected graphs has bounded tree-width if and
only if it has bounded branch-width.
Theorem 5 ([35]). For any graph G, bwpGq ď twpGq`1 ď maxt1, 3bwpGq{2u.
We note that, if a graph has fewer than two edges, then it has branch-width
zero; furthermore, all stars have branch-width at most 1 and all forests have
branch-width at most 2 (this follows by Theorem 5 since forests have tree-width
at most 1; the bound is tight since the three-edge path has branch-width 2).
A branch-decomposition is a special case of the more general concept of a
layout of a symmetric function which can be applied even to structures which
are not graphs. Given sets A and B, a function f : 2A Ñ B is symmetric if, for
any X Ď A we have fpXq “ fpAzXq.
Definition 6. Let U be a finite set and let f : 2U Ñ Z be a symmetric function.
We say that the pair pT, βq is a layout of f on U if T is a tree of maximum
degree three and β is a bijection from the leaves of T to the elements of U .
Let xy be an edge in T and let tℓpT qzY, Y u be the leaf-partition associated
with xy. We define the order of the edge xy (denoted ||xy||f ) to be the value
of fpβpY qq. The width of pT, τq is the maximum order of all edges of T . The
layout-f -width of U is defined as the minimum possible width of any layout of
f on U .
Using the concept of a layout, we can now give an alternative definition of
the branch-width of a graph G: the branch-width of G is the layout-f -width of
EpGq where f maps any edge subset X of G to the number of vertices incident
with both an edge in EpGqzX and an edge in X .
Whereas branch-width can be thought of as a global measure of vertex-
connectivity, rank-width (introduced in [33]) is intuitively a measure of global
neighborhood similarity. All classes of bounded branch-width have also have
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bounded rank-width, but the converse is not true, for example the rank-width
of any clique is 1. Given a matrix M over GFp2q whose rows and columns are
indexed by some set X , we denote by rkpMq the rank of M and, for Y Ď X , we
denote by rkpM rXzY, Y sq the rank of the sub-matrix of M given only by the
rows indexed by elements of XzY and the columns indexed by the elements of
Y . IfM is the adjacency matrix of a graph G and X is a vertex subset of G, then
rkpM rV pGqzX,Xsq describes the number of different kinds of edge-interactions
between vertices in V pGqzX and those in X ; Oum and Seymour used layouts to
turn this local notion into a global one by defining rank-width as follows [33].
Definition 7 ([33]). Let M be the adjacency matrix over GFp2q of a graph G.
The rank-width rwpGq of G is the layout-f -width of V pGq where we define f
as the mapping f : X ÞÑ rkpM rV pGqzX,Xsq.
Kanté and Rao generalized rank-width to digraphs by introducing the con-
cept of a bi-cut-rank decomposition [28]. They did so by considering layouts of
a function which takes into account the two possible directions in which edges
can point in the directed edge separator associated with a vertex partition.
Definition 8 ([28]). Given a digraph D and its adjacency matrixM over GFp2q,
let fpM rXsq be the function defined as fpM rXsq “ rkpM rV pDqzX,Xsq `
rkpM rX,V pDqzXsq. The bi-cut-rank-width of a digraph D (denoted bcrkpDq)
is the layout-f -width of V pDq.
For completeness we note that rank-width is closely related to a width-
measure called clique-width (defined in [9]).
Theorem 9 ([23], [33]). A class of undirected graphs has bounded clique-width
if and only if has bounded rank-width.
Gurski and Wanke showed that classes of bounded tree-width can be char-
acterized via the rank-width of their line graphs [22]. (We note that this result
was originally stated in terms of clique-width; by Theorem 9, the following
formulation is equivalent.)
Theorem 10 ([22],[31]). A class of undirected graphs has bounded tree-width if
and only if the class of its line graphs has bounded rank-width.
Theorem 10 is of particular importance since it can be seen as a definition
of classes of bounded tree-width. In Section 3 we will prove a directed analogue
of Theorem 10.
2.3 Algorithmic background
A parameterized problem is slice-wise polynomial tractable if there exists an
algorithm A which decides an instance I with parameter k in time at most
fpkq|I|gpkq, where f and g are computable functions. If g is a constant func-
tion, then we call A a fixed-parameter algorithm and we call any parameterized
problem admitting such an algorithm fixed parameter tractable. The class of
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all slice-wise polynomial tractable problems is denoted XP and the class of all
fixed parameter tractable problems is denoted FPT. For other notions related
to parameterized complexity (such as parameterized reductions), we refer the
reader to [11, 19].
Monadic second order logic (denoted MSO) is the fragment of second or-
der logic which allows second-order quantification only over unary predicates.
For graphs it is useful to distinguish two kinds of MSO-logic: MSO1-logic al-
lows second order quantification only over vertex-sets while MSO2-logic allows
second order quantification both over vertex-sets and edge-sets.
It is known that any problem expressible in MSO2-logic can be decided in
linear time on classes of bounded tree-width.
Theorem 11 (Courcelle’s Theorem, [8]). There is a fixed-parameter algorithm
which, given a graph G of tree-width k and an MSO2-formula φ, decides whether
G |ù φ in linear time when both k and |φ| are bounded by constants.
The authors of [21] investigate the question of why there are no known
digraph width measures that are as algorithmically successful as tree-width
in terms of parameterizations for FPT algorithms. They prove that unless
NP Ď P zpoly, it is impossible to obtain an XP algorithm for the the MSO1-
model-checking problem parameterized by any digraph width measure similar
to tree-width-inspired measures. Their result (Theorem 12) mentions a digraph
containment relation called directed topological minor relation [21] which we
define formally in Section 4.
Theorem 12 ([21]). A digraph width measure δ is said to be tree-width bounding
if there exists a computable function b such that for every digraph D with δpDq ď
k, we have twpupDqq ď bpkq. If δ is a digraph width measure which is neither
tree-width-bounding nor closed under taking directed topological minors, then,
unless NP Ď P zpoly, there is no XP algorithm for the MSO1-model-checking
problem parameterized by δ.
We point out that Theorem 12 excludes the existence of an XP algorithm:
this is a much stronger claim than excluding fixed-parameter-tractability.
3 Directed line graphs of bounded rank-width.
In this section we introduce our new directed width measure, directed branch-
width, and use it to generalize Theorem 10 to digraphs. Specifically we will
prove that a class C of digraphs has bounded directed branch-width if and only
if the class ~LpCq of directed line graphs of C has bounded bi-cut-rank-width.
Note that all directed analogues of rank-width [28] are bounded on the same
graph classes as bi-cut-rank-width [29], so this result can also be stated in terms
of any rank-width-inspired measure.
The definition of directed branch-width relies on the notion of directed
vertex-separator. Recall from Definition 2 that, for any edge-subset X of a
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d e f
g h i
ÝÑ
ed
ÝÑ
da
ÝÑ
ab
ÝÑ
be
ÝÑ
gd
ÝÑ
gh
ÝÑ
bc
ÝÑ
fc
ÝÑ
eh
ÝÑ
ih
ÝÑ
if
ÝÑ
fe
ξ
Figure 1: An orientation D of a p3 ˆ 3q-grid (left) and a directed branch de-
compositions of this grid (right). Letting X “ t
ÝÑ
eh,
ÝÑ
ih,
ÝÑ
if ,
ÝÑ
feu, the edge ξ is
associated with the edge partitions pEpGqzX,Xq and pX,EpGqzXq. These par-
titions are themselves respectively associated with the directed vertex separators
teu and te, fu.
digraph D, SVX and S
V
EpDqzX denote the directed vertex-separators correspond-
ing to pEpDqzX,Xq and pX,EpDqzXq respectively.
Definition 13 (Directed branch-width). For any digraph D, let fD be the func-
tion fD : 2
EpDq Ñ N defined as fDpXq “ |S
V
X YS
V
EpDqzX |. We call any layout of
fD on EpDq a directed branch decomposition of D. The directed branch-width
of D, denoted dbwpDq, is the layout-fD-width of EpDq.
An example of a directed branch decomposition is given in Figure 1.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of following result, which
generalizes Theorem 10 to directed branch-width and bi-cut-rank-width.
Theorem 14. A class C of digraphs without parallel edges has bounded directed
branch-width if and only if the class directed line-graphs of C has bounded bi-
cut-rank-width. Specifically, for any digraph D without parallel edges, we have
bcrkp~LpDqq{2 ´ 1 ď dbwpDq ď 8p1` 2bcrkp
~LpDqqq.
We shall first show (Lemma 16) that if a class C has bounded directed branch-
width then ~LpCq has bounded bi-cut-rank-width. We shall show the converse
of this statement in Lemma 19. To prove these results we shall make use of
an auxiliary notion of consistency between a labeling function and a vertex-
partition.
Definition 15. Let S be a set, pA,Bq be a vertex partition in a digraph D
and let λA : A Ñ S and λB : B Ñ S be functions. We say that pA,Bq is
pλA, λBq-consistent if
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• given vertices a1, a2 in A with λApa1q “ λApa2q and a vertex b in B we
have that
ÝÑ
a1b P EpDq if and only if
ÝÑ
a2b P EpDq and
• given vertices b1, b2 in B with λBpb1q “ λBpb2q and a vertex a in A we
have that
ÝÑ
ab1 P EpDq if and only if
ÝÑ
ab2 P EpDq.
For clarity we emphasize that the pλA, λBq-consistency of a partition pA,Bq
only concerns the edges that emanate from A and enter B. Thus the fact that a
vertex-partition pA,Bq of a digraphD is pλA, λBq-consistent does not necessarily
imply that pB,Aq is also consistent with pλB , λAq.
Oum showed that, if LpGq is the undirected line-graph of an undirected graph
G, then rwpLpGqq ď bwpGq [31]. We will now show a directed analogue of this
result with a weaker bound: the bi-cut-rank-width of a directed line graph of
some digraph D is bounded by a linear function of the directed branch-width
of D.
Lemma 16. Let D be a digraph; if dbwpDq ď k, then bcrkp~LpDqq ď 2pk` 1q.
Proof. Throughout, let M be the adjacency matrix of ~LpDq over GFp2q whose
rows and columns are indexed by EpDq. Let pT, βq be a directed branch decom-
position of D of width at most k.
Notice that since EpDq “ V p~LpDqq and since the leaves of T correspond
bijectively (via β) to the elements of EpDq, it follows that they are also in bi-
jective correspondence with V p~LpDqq (again, witnessed by β). In particular,
this means that pT, βq can be also seen as a bi-cut-rank-decomposition of ~LpDq.
Thus it suffices to show that, if pEpDqzX,Xq is any edge partition of D corre-
sponding to an edge of T , then the value of rkpM rEpDqzX,Xsq is at most k`1
since then this would imply that, when viewed as a bi-cut-rank decomposition,
the width of pT, βq is at most 2pk ` 1q.
Now fix a vertex partition pEpDqzX,Xq of ~LpDq (recall that edge partitions
of D are vertex partitions of ~LpDq) and suppose that it has directed order at
most k in D. Furthermore, let λ1 : EpDqzX Ñ S and λ2 : X Ñ S be labeling
functions. Notice that, if pEpDqzX,Xq is pλ1, λ2q-consistent, then it must be
that any two rows of M rV p~LpDqqzX,Xs indexed by vertices of V p~LpDqqzX
which have the same label under λ1 are identical and hence linearly dependent.
In particular this implies that if a vertex partition pEpDqzX,Xq of ~LpDq is
pλ1, λ2q-consistent, then rkpM rEpDqzX,Xsq ď |S| since there are at most |S|
possible labels.
It therefore remains only to construct labeling functions λ1 and λ2 mapping
the edges of D to a set with at most k ` 1 elements and show the pλ1, λ2q-
consistency of pEpDqzX,Xq.
Let ts1, . . . , sru be the vertex separator associated with the partition pEpDqzX,Xq
(note that, since pT, βq has width at most k, we have r ď k). Define λ1 :
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EpDqzX Ñ rrs Y t0u and λ2 : X Ñ rrs Y t0u as:
λ1pÝÑxyq “
#
i if y “ si
0 otherwise.
λ2pÝÑxyq “
#
i if x “ si
0 otherwise.
Note that an edge ÝÑxy will have label zero if it is in EpDqzX and does not point
towards an element of ts1, . . . , sru, or if it is an element of X and it does not
emanate from an element of ts1, . . . , sru.
We claim that pEpDqzX,Xq is a pλ1, λ2q-consistent vertex-partition in ~LpDq
(again recall that edge-partitions in D are vertex-partitions in ~LpDq). To see
this, let e1 and e2 be two elements of EpDqzX with λ1pe1q “ λ1pe2q “ i. If
i “ 0, then neither e1 nor e2 points towards a vertex in ts1, . . . , sru. Thus, for
all f in X , neither
ÝÑ
e1f nor
ÝÑ
e2f is an edge in ~LpDq. Otherwise, if i ‰ 0, then
e1 and e2 both point towards the vertex si. This means that, for any f P X
and j P r2s, there will be an edge
ÝÑ
ejf in ~LpDq if and only if f points away
from si. Thus
ÝÑ
e1f P Ep~LpDqq if and only if
ÝÑ
e2f P Ep~LpDqq. A symmetric
argument also shows that for f1, f2 P X and e P EpDqzX , if λ2pf1q “ λ2pf2q,
then
ÝÑ
ef1 P Ep~LpDqq if and only if
ÝÑ
ef2 P Ep~LpDqq. The partition pEpDqzX,Xq
is therefore pλ1, λ2q-consistent and the result follows. 
Our next goal is to prove the converse of Lemma 16: given a digraph D
such that ~LpDq has bi-cut-rank-width at most k, we shall deduce a bound on
the directed branch-width of D. We obtain this result by extending techniques
introduced by Gurski and Wanke in [22] to the setting of digraphs. Once again
we shall be using the concept of consistency with respect to a labeling function
as an intermediate step in our results. To do so we shall first need an auxiliary
result giving a bound on the number of labels needed in order to find labeling
functions with which a vertex partition of rank k is consistent.
Lemma 17. Let pV pDqzX,Xq be a vertex partition of a digraph D and let M
be the adjacency matrix of D over GFp2q. If rkpM rV pDqzX,Xsq ď k, then
there exists a set S with |S| ď 1` 2k and labeling functions λ1 : V pDqzX Ñ S
and λ2 : X Ñ S such that pV pDqzX,Xq is pλ1, λ2q-consistent.
Proof. Let A be the subset of all vertices in V pDqzX which have an outgoing
edge to an element of X and let B be the set of all vertices in X which have an
incoming edge from an element of V pDqzX . We define two equivalence relations
„A and „B on A and B as:
• for all x and y in A, x „A y if N
`pxq XX “ N`pyq XX ,
• for all x and y in B, x „B y if N
´pxq X V pDqzX “ N´pyq X V pDqzX .
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Let ta1, . . . , apu and tb1, . . . , bqu sets of representatives of the equivalence
classes of „A and „B in A and B respectively. Now we define the labeling
functions λ1 : V pDqzX Ñ rps Y t0u and λ2 : X Ñ rqs Y t0u as
λ1pxq “
#
0 if x R A
i if x is in the equivalence class represented by ai under „A
λ2pyq “
#
0 if y R B
j if y is in the equivalence class represented by bj under „B .
These definitions imply that two vertices in either V pDqzX or X have the same
label under either λ1 or λ2 if and only if they share exactly the same out-
neighbors in X or in-neighbors in V pDqzX respectively. Thus pV pDqzX,Xq is
pλ1, λ2q-consistent.
All that remains to be shown is that p and q are both at most 2k. We will
argue only for p since the argument is the same (replacing rows for columns
and in-neighborhoods for out-neighborhoods) for the bound on q. To see that
p ď 2k, note that two vertices in A have the same out-neighborhood in X if and
only if the row-vectors that they index in M rV pDqzX,Xs are identical. Since
M rV pDqzX,Xs has rank at most k, there are at most 2k linear combinations
with binary coefficients of the basis vectors of the row-space of M rV pDqzX,Xs.
This concludes the proof since p is at most the number of out-neighborhoods in
X . 
Now, for some digraph D, suppose we have a partition pV p~LpDqqzX,Xq of
rank k. By Lemma 17 we know that there exist functions λ1, λ2 mapping vertices
of V p~LpDqqzX and X to at most ℓ labels (for ℓ ď 1 ` 2k). Our next step is to
bound the order of the edge-partition of D corresponding to pV p~LpDqqzX,Xq
by a function of ℓ. The following lemma is a translation of part of the proof of
[22, Theorem 9] to the setting of digraphs.
Lemma 18. Let D be a digraph without parallel edges and pEpDqzX,Xq an
edge-partition of D. Let λ1 : EpDqzX Ñ S and λ2 : X Ñ S be functions
to some k-element set S. If pEpDqzX,Xq is pλ1, λ2q-consistent in ~LpDq, then
pEpDqzX,Xq has directed-order at most 4k in D.
Proof. Let ξ : S Ñ 2S be the function mapping any label a in S to the set
ξpaq :“ tb P S : De1 P λ
´1
1
paq and De2 P λ
´1
2
pbq with ÝÝÑe1e2 P Ep~LpDqqu
of all labels in S associated by λ2 to vertices of ~LpDq which are the endopints of
a directed edge emanating from some vertex labeled a by λ1 (for clarity, recall
that V p~LpDqq “ EpDq). For any label a in S, denote by Da the subgraph of D
with V pDaq “ V pDq and edge-set
EpDaq “ λ
´1
1
paq Y
ď
bPξpaq
λ´1
2
pbq.
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We claim that it will suffice to show that, for every a P S, the edge-partition
pλ´1
1
paq, EpDaqzλ
´1
1
paqq has directed-order at most 4 in Da. To see this, recall
that every element of EpDqzX is labeled by λ1 and every element of X is
labeled by λ2. This means that, for any element q in the vertex-separator of
D associated with pEpDqzX,Xq, there is a label a such that q belongs to the
separator associated with pλ´1
1
paq, EpDaqzλ
´1
1
paqq. Thus, since there are at
most k labels (i.e. k choices for a), showing that |pλ´1
1
paq, EpDaqzλ
´1
1
paqq| ď 4
for every a P S would also then imply that |pEpDqzX,Xq| ď 4k.
Thus let a be any label in S and, for notational simplicity, denote by pA,Bq
the partion pλ´1
1
paq, EpDaqzλ
´1
1
paqq. Recall that, since A and B are edge-sets
in D, they are vertex-sets in ~LpDq. Furthermore, since pEpDqzX,Xq is pλ1, λ2q-
consistent in ~LpDq, it follows (by the definitions of consistency and of ξ) that A
is complete to B in ~LpDq. In particular, this implies that in Da every element
of A is incident with every element of B.
We will now show that the partition pA,Bq of Da has order at most 4. If A
contains at most 2 edges, then they have at most 4 endpoints and the claim is
trivially true. So suppose that A has at least 3 edges.
Consider first the case in which A has at least two non-incident edges e “ ÝÑwx
and f “ ÝÑyz. Since every edge in B is incident with every edge in A, we can
deduce in particular that every edge of B must be incident with both an element
of tw, xu and an element of ty, zu. Thus, since e and f are not incident, no edge
of B has an endpoint outside of tw, x, y, zu. We may therefore conclude that
pEpAq, EpBqq has order at most 4 in Da.
Otherwise, if A does not have at least two non-incident edges and since it
has no parallel edges, then the elements of A must form a star in Da. Since
every edge of B is incident with every edge of A and since A has more than two
edges, it must be that every edge of B is incident with the center of the star
formed by A. In fact, since we are assuming no parallel edges, this implies that
every edge of B is incident exclusively with the center of this star. Thus pA,Bq
has order most 1. 
We emphasize that the requirement in Lemma 18 for D to not have any
parallel edges is in necessary. To see this, consider the case in which A is
a star with all edges pointing towards the center and B is the digraph with
V pAq “ V pBq obtained from A by reversing the directions of all the edges in
A. In this case the order of pA,Bq in the digraph Q :“ pV pAq, EpAq Y EpBqq
(which has parallel edges) would be |A| (which equals |B|).
We now use Lemmas 17 and 18 to bound the directed branch-width of a
digraph D in terms of the bi-cut-rank-width of its directed line-graph.
Lemma 19. If D is a digraph without parallel edges with bcrkp~LpDqq ď k,
then dbwpDq ď 8p1` 2kq.
Proof. Let pT, βq be a minimum-width bi-cut-rank-decomposition of ~LpDq and
let M be the adjacency matrix of ~LpDq. Since V p~LpDqq “ EpDq, we know that
pT, βq is also a directed branch-decomposition of D. Now let e be any edge in
T and let pEpDzXq, Xq be the edge-partition of D associated with this edge.
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Since bcrkp~LpDqq ď k, we know that M rEpDqzX,Xs has rank at most k.
By Lemma 17 we know that there exist vertex-labeling functions λ1 and λ2
such that every element of V p~LpDqq (i.e. EpDq) is mapped to one of at most
1 ` 2k labels and such that pEpDzXq, Xq is pλ1, λ2q-consistent. By Lemma 18
the pλ1, λ2q-consistency of pEpDzXq, Xq in ~LpDq implies that the directed order
of pEpDzXq, Xq in D is at most 4p1` 2kq. The result follows since the order of
e in T is the cardinality of the union of the directed separators corresponding
to pEpDzXq, Xq and pX,EpDzXqq. 
Theorem 14 now follows immediately from Lemmas 16 and 19.
4 Properties of Directed branch-width.
Having introduced directed branch-width in the previous section, here we study
some of its properties. In Section 4.1 we will show that classes of bounded
directed branch-width need not have bounded underlying undirected branch-
width. Despite this result, we will obtain some relationships between undirected
and directed branch-width which will be useful for our algorithmic applications
in Section 5. In Section 4.2 we study butterfly minors and directed topological
minors (two directed analogues of the minor relation) and we will show that
directed branch-width is closed under the first but not under the second. Finally
in Section 4.3 we shall show that classes of digraphs that have bounded width
with respect to any tree-width or rank-width-inspired measure need not have
bounded directed branch-width.
4.1 Relationship to undirected branch-width.
Here we compare the directed branch-width of digraph and the branch-width of
its underlying undirected graph. We will prove that there exist digraph classes of
bounded directed branch-width and unbounded underlying undirected branch-
width. However, despite this result, we will find two ways of relating directed
and undirected branch-width. First we will show that, for any digraph D, the
difference between the branch-width of upDq and the directed branch-width of
D is at most the number of sources and in sinks in D. Second we will show
that, given any digraph D, we can obtain, by modifying D only at sources and
sinks, a digraph H such that dbwpDq “ bwpupHqq. All of these results will be
important for our algorithmic applications in Section 5.
Towards proving our results here and those in Section 4.2 about butterfly and
directed topological minors, we observe that directed branch-width is subgraph-
closed.
Lemma 20. If H is a subgraph of a digraph D, then dbwpHq ď dbwpGq.
Proof. Let pT, βq be a directed branch decomposition of D. Let T 1 be the
inclusion-wise minimal subtree of T containing the leaves in the set tℓ leaf in T :
βpℓq P EpHqu. Notice that, letting β1 be the restriction of β to T 1, the pair
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pT 1, β1q is a directed branch decomposition of H . Now take any partition
pEpDqzX,Xq of D induced by an edge which is contained in both T and
T 1. Since its order when restricted to the edge set of H (i.e. the partition
pEpHqzX,EpHq XXq) is at most that of pEpDqzX,Xq, the width of pT 1, β1q is
at most that of pT, βq. 
Now we introduce some more notation which will be convenient for the next
results. Let pT, βq be a directed branch decomposition of width k of a digraph
D. By the definition of pT, βq, every edge e of T is associated with two edge-
partitions pEpDqzY, Y q and pY,EpDqzY q of order at most k. We associate to
every internal edge e of T three sets: Xe, Xe,Y , Xe,EpDqzY . The sets Xe,Y
and Xe,EpDqzY are the directed separators at e associated with the partitions
pEpDqzY, Y q and pY,EpDqzY q respectively; we denote the set Xe,Y YXe,EpDqzY
as Xe and we call it the bidirected separator at e. We point out that, us-
ing with this notation, the width of a directed branch-decomposition pT, βq is
maxePEpT q |Xe|.
In contrast to undirected graphs, in digraphs it is possible to have vertices
of high degree (e.g. sources or sinks) which never appear as internal vertices in
directed paths. The following result shows that such vertices never appear in
bidirected separators of directed branch decompositions.
Lemma 21. Let e and x be respectively an edge and a vertex in a digraph J .
1. If x never appears as an internal vertex of a directed path in J , then x will
never appear in a bidirected separator of any directed branch-decomposition
of J .
2. If e never appears in a directed path with at least two edges in J , then
dbwpJ ´ eq “ dbwpJq.
Proof. Note that (1) follows immediately from the definition of directed branch-
width; furthermore (1) implies (2) since the endpoints of e satisfy the conditions
of (1). 
This result immediately implies that there is an infinite set of digraphs given
by acyclic orientations of the square grids which has bounded directed branch-
width. To see this, let Γ be the set of all square grid-graphs. Define ~Γ to be
the class of digraphs obtained by orienting the edges of every graph G in Γ as
follows: take a proper two-coloring of G with colors white and black and then
orient every edge towards its black endpoint.
Corollary 22. Every graph in ~Γ has directed branch-width 0.
Proof. Every vertex of any element D of ~Γ is either a source or a sink. It there-
fore follows that every bidirected separator of any directed branch-decomposition
of D is empty (by Lemma 21) and hence that dbwpDq “ 0. 
Now we show that the boundedness of directed branch-width does not imply
boundedness of underlying undirected branch-width.
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Theorem 23. There does not exist any function f : NÑ N such that, for every
digraph D, bwpupDqq ď fpdbwpDqq.
Proof. By Corollary 22, there is an infinite set ~Γ of acyclic orientations of the
square grids which has directed branch-width zero. However, the pn ˆ nq-grid
has tree-width n [12] and hence it has branch-width at least 2n{3 (by Theorem
5). 
In a similar vein to Lemma 21, we can show show that directed branch-width
is invariant under a form of identifications of sources or sinks which we define
now.
Definition 24. Two vertices x and y of a digraph D are source/sink-identifiable
if they are either both sources or both sinks. We say that a digraph H is equiv-
alent to D under source-sink identification if it can be obtained from D via a
sequence of identifications of pairs of source/sink-identifiable vertices. We say
that a graph D1 is a source-sink-split of a digraph D if every source and every
sink in D1 has degree exactly 1 and if D is equivalent to D1 under source-sink
identification.
The next result shows that directed branch-width is invariant under source-
sink identifications. Note that, for undirected graphs, where the natural ana-
logue of a source or a sink is a pendant vertex, this does not hold. In fact, the
branch-width of an undirected graph can be increased arbitrarily by repeated
identification of pendant vertices.
Lemma 25. Let H and D be two digraphs. If H is equivalent to D under
source-sink identification, then dbwpHq “ dbwpDq.
Proof. Let x and y be two source/sink-identifiable vertices in D and note that
it is sufficient to consider the case in which H is obtained from D by identifying
x and y into a vertex γ.
Let pT, βq be a directed branch decomposition of D and define the map
ω : EpDq Ñ EpHq as
ωpuvq “
$’&
’%
ÝÑγv if u P tx, yu
ÝÑuγ if v P tx, yu
uv otherwise
Clearly the map ξ :“ ω ˝ β from the leaves of T to EpHq is surjective; however,
it would fail to be injective if x and y have a common neighbor. In this case, we
can simply remove some duplicate leaves (i.e. leaves mapped by ξ to the same
edge) in T so that we can ensure ξ is injective. We shall assume that we have
done so to pT, ξq if required.
Since x and y are st-identifiable, they never appear as internal vertices of
a directed path. Thus, by Lemma 21, it follows that neither x nor y will ever
appear in any bidirected separator of pT, βq. Furthermore, we know that γ must
also be either a source or a sink since identifying two sources or two sinks yields
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respectively a source or a sink. Thus γ will also never appear in any bidirected
separator of pT, ξq (again by Lemma 21). In particular, letting X be any edge-
subset of D, this implies that the order of pEpDqzX,Xq in G is the same as
that of pEpHqzωpXq, ωpXqq in H . By the definition of ξ this implies that the
width of pT, βq is the same as that of pT, ξq. 
The following result characterizes bi-directed vertex-separators in a digraph
D in terms of vertex separators in upDq and the set of sources and sinks in D.
Lemma 26. Let pEpDqzX,Xq be an edge-partition of D and let S1 and S2 be the
directed separators associated with pEpDqzX,Xq and pX,EpDqzXq respectively.
Let U be the set of all vertices incident both with an edge in EpupDqqzX and
with an edge in X in the underlying undirected graph upDq. If S is the set of
all sources and all sinks in D, then S1 Y S2 “ UzS.
Proof. Consider any element x in S1YS2. By the definition of S1 and S2, there
must be two edges e P EpDqzX and f P X such that either e “ ÝÑwx and f “ ÝÑxy
or such that e “ ÝÑxw and f “ ÝÑyx. Either way, this implies that x is neither a
source nor a sink and that x P U (since x is incident with both e and f in upDq).
Thus we have shown that S1 Y S2 Ď UzS.
Now consider any element y P UzpS1 Y S2q. Since y is in U , we know that
there is at least one pair of edges pg, hq P pEpDqzXq ˆ X incident with y.
However, since y is not in S1 Y S2, both g and h either point away from y or
towards y. This means that y is an element of S (i.e. it is a source or a sink).
Thus S1 Y S2 “ UzS. 
Via Lemma 26 we now find a relationship between directed branch-width
of a digraph D and the undirected branch-width of its underlying undirected
graph which depends on the number of sources and sinks of D.
Corollary 27. Let D be a digraph; if S is the set of all sources and sinks in
D, then bwpupDqq ´ |S| ď dbwpDq ď bwpupDqq.
Proof. Consider a directed branch-decomposition pT, βq of D. Letting φ :
EpDq Ñ EpupDqq be the bijection mapping every directed edge to its undi-
rected counterpart, note that pT, φ ˝ βq is an undirected branch decomposition
of upDq. Furthermore, observe that, in this way, every undirected branch de-
composition can be obtained from some directed branch decomposition and vice
versa.
Let ε be any edge in T and suppose that it has order k in pT, βq and order ℓ in
pT, φ˝βq. By Lemma 26, we know that ℓ´|S| ď k ď ℓ. Furthermore, this is true
for any choice of ε. Thus, since φ establishes a bijective correspondence between
the set of all directed branch decompositions of D and that of all undirected
branch decompositions of upDq, it follows that bwpupDqq ´ |S| ď dbwpDq ď
bwpupDqq. 
Note that, since any bidirected orientation D of an undirected graph G has
no sources or sinks, we can apply Corollary 27 to deduce the following result.
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Corollary 28. If D is the digraph obtained by replacing every edge xy in an
undirected graph G with the edges ÝÑxy and ÝÑyx, then dbwpDq “ bwpGq.
We will now show that, given any digraph D, we can obtain, by modifying
D only at sources and sinks, a digraph D1 such that the directed branch-width
of D equals the underlying undirected branch-width of D1.
Lemma 29. If H is the source-sink-split of D, then bwpupHqq “ dbwpDq.
Proof. By Lemma 26 we know that the vertex separator in upHq consists of
the elements of the vertex separator it corresponds to in H as well as possibly
some sources and/or sinks. By the definition of H , every source or sink in H
has degree 1. Thus, for any vertex x P V pHq (recall V pHq “ V pupHqq), x will
appear as an internal vertex in a directed path inH if and only if it appears as an
internal vertex in a path in upHq. But then sources and sinks ofH (which, by the
definition of H , have degree 1) will never appear in a vertex-separator in upHq
(by the definition of undirected branch-width) and hence bwpupHqq “ dbwpHq.
The result follows since, by Lemma 25, dbwpHq “ dbwpDq. 
4.2 Butterfly minors and directed topological minors.
Two directed analogues of the minor relation are butterfly minors and directed
topological minors. The directed topological minor relation (introduced in [21])
is a less-restrictive variant of the better-known notion of a butterfly minor which
was introduced in [27]. We show that although directed branch-width is not
closed under topological minors, it is closed under butterfly minors.
Definition 30. The digraph D{ÝÑxy obtained by contracting an edge ÝÑxy of a di-
graphD is the digraph obtained from D by removing the edge ÝÑxy and the vertices
x and y and replacing these with a new vertex vÝÑxy which has in-neighborhood
and out-neighborhood equal to N´D pxqYN
´
Dpyq and N
`
D pxqYN
`
Dpyq respectively
in D{ÝÑxy.
Both directed topological minors and butterfly minors are defined by taking
subgraphs and contracting edges; what distinguishes them is which edges are
deemed ‘contractible’. Directed topological minors allow only the contraction
of 2-contractible edges (defined below).
Definition 31 ([21]). Let D be a digraph and let V3pDq denote the subset of
vertices incident with at least 3 edges in D. An edge a “ ÝÑxy is 2-contractible
in D if
• tx, yu Ę V3pDq
• ÝÑyx P EpDq or there does not exist a pair of vertices pw, zq in V3pDq,
possibly w “ z, such that x can reach w in D ´ ÝÑxy and z can reach y in
D ´ÝÑxy.
Butterfly minors, on the other hand, only allow the contraction of butterfly
edges.
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Definition 32. Let ÝÑxy be an edge in a digraph D. If x has out-degree 1 and y
has in-degree 1, then we call ÝÑxy a butterfly edge.
Note that the contraction of a butterfly edge never creates new directed
paths that were not otherwise present. On the other hand, this might happen
when contracting a 2-contractible edge (for example one joining a source to a
sink).
Having defined these two kinds of edges, we can define directed topological
minors and butterfly minors.
Definition 33 ([21, 27]). Let H and D be digraphs.
• H is a directed topological minor of D if H can be obtained from a sub-
graph of D via a sequence of contractions of 2-contractible edges. [21]
• H is a butterfly-minor of D if it can be obtained from a subgraph of D
via sequence of contractions of butterfly edges [27].
The next theorem shows directed branch-width is not closed under directed
topological minors. In contrast, we point out that all the tree-width-inspired
measures are indeed closed under directed topological minors [21].
Theorem 34. There does not exists any function g : NÑ N such that, for every
directed topological minor H of a digraph J , we have dbwpHq ď gpdbwpJqq.
Proof. We shall construct a set of graphs tDn : n P Nu of bounded directed
branch-width and show that there is a set t∆1n : n P Nu of directed topological
minors of elements of tDn : n P Nu which has unbounded directed branch-width.
Define Dn by starting from the n-vertex directed cycle Cn and proceeding
as follows:
• add n sources s1, . . . , sn, each one adjacent to every vertex of Cn
• add the vertices a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn and, for each i P rns, add the
edges ÝÝÑsiai and
ÝÝÑ
biai (see Figure 2).
We will now show that dbwpDnq ď 3. Let D
1
n be the source-sink-split of Dn
and note that upD1nq is a cycle with n pendant edges at each vertex together
with some isolated edges (corresponding to the edges ÝÝÑsiai and
ÝÝÑ
biai). Thus, by
inspection, upD1nq has tree-width 2 (since deleting a single vertex from the cycle
in upD1nq yields a forest). By Theorem 5, this implies that bwpupD
1
nqq ď 3
which, by Corollary 27, implies that dbwpD1nq ď 3 and hence, by Lemma 25,
that dbwpDnq ď 3.
Now we will obtain a set t∆n : n P Nu having unbounded directed branch-
width such that ∆n is a directed topological minor of Dn. Note that each edge
ÝÝÑsiai is 2-contractible since, for each i, ai has degree 2 and since the only vertex
that can reach ai in Dn ´ ÝÝÑsiai (namely bi) has degree 1. Thus, by contracting
every edge ÝÝÑsiai, we construct the digraph ∆n which is a directed topological
minor of Dn. Now consider the digraph ∆
1
n obtained from ∆n by identifying all
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of the sources b1, . . . , bn into a single source b (see Figure 2). By Lemma 25 we
know that dbwp∆1nq “ dbwp∆nq so we shall conclude the proof by showing that
t∆1n : n P Nu has unbounded directed branch-width. Since up∆
1
nq contains the
balanced complete bipartite graph Kn,n as a subgraph and since twpKn,nq “ n
[12], we deduce (via Theorem 5) that
bwpup∆1nqq ě 2ptwpK
n,nq{3´ 1q “ 2n{3´ 2.
Finally, since ∆1n has at exactly one source and no sinks, we deduce by Corollary
27 that
dbwp∆1nq ě bwpup∆
1
nqq ´ 1 ě 2n{3´ 3.
Thus we conclude that tDn : n P Nu has bounded directed branch-width and
t∆1n : n P Nu has unbounded directed branch-width as required. 
x1
x2
x3
s1
s2
s3
a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
x1
x2
x3
s1
s2
s3
b
Figure 2: Left: the graph D3 defined in the proof of Theorem 34 (the relevant
2-contractible edges are drawn red and dotted). Right: the graph ∆1
3
.
Now we turn our attention to butterfly minors and show that directed
branch-width is a butterfly-minor-closed parameter.
Theorem 35. If H is a butterfly minor of a digraph D, then dbwpHq ď
dbwpDq.
Proof. Since directed branch-width is subgraph-closed (by Lemma 20) it suffices
to show that it is not increased under contractions of butterlfy edges. We
will show that, given any directed branch decomposition pT, βq of D, we can
construct a directed branch decomposition of D{ÝÑxy of width at most that of
pT, βq.
Let ÝÑxy be a butterfly edge in D and let ω be the vertex of D{ÝÑxy created by
the contraction of ÝÑxy. Let γ : EpDqztÝÑxyu Ñ EpD{ÝÑxyq be the bijection defined
for any edge
ÝÑ
st in EpDqztÝÑxyu as:
γp
ÝÑ
stq :“
$’&
’%
ÝÑsω if t “ x
ÝÑ
ωt if s “ y
ÝÑ
st otherwise.
Note that γ is well-defined since x and y are respectively a sink and a source in
EpDqztÝÑxyu (by the definition of butterfly edge).
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We will use γ to construct a directed branch-decomposition pU, δq of D{ÝÑxy
from pT, βq as follows. Let U be the inclusion-wise minimal subtree of T con-
necting all leaves of T which are not mapped to ÝÑxy by β. Let δ :“ γ ˝ pβ|ℓpUqq
where β|ℓpUq denotes the restriction of β to the set ℓpUq of leaves of U (note
that, by the definition of γ, δ is a bijection between the leaves of U and the
edges of D{ÝÑxy).
Let e be an edge in U (and note that e P EpT q also). Let X
pT,βq
e be the
bidirected separator at e in pT, βq and let X
pU,δq
e be the bidirected separator at
e in pU, δq. By the definition of pU, δq, we have that
XpU,δqe “
#
tωu Y pX
pT,βq
e ztx, yuq if tx, yu XX
pT,βq
e ‰ H
X
pT,βq
e otherwise
and hence that |X
pU,δq
e | ď |X
pT,βq
e |. Since this is true for any edge e, it implies
that dbwpD{ÝÑxyq ď dbwpDq as required. 
4.3 Comparison to other digraph width measures.
All of the “tree-width-inspired” width measures (such as directed tree-width, DAG-
width, D-width and Kelly-width) are bounded on the class of all DAGs [29]. In
contrast we show that the class of all DAGs has unbounded directed branch-width.
Theorem 36. For any n P N, there exists a directed acyclic graph Dn with
dbwpDnq ě n.
Proof. Let κ “ 3pn ` 2q{2 ´ 1 and Dn be the acyclic digraph obtained by
orienting all edges of the κˆ κ grid north-east, i.e. the digraph
Dn :“
´
rκs2, t
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pa, bqpc, dq : pa “ c and d “ b` 1q or pb “ d and c “ a` 1qu
¯
.
Recall that, since upDnq is a square grid, it has tree-width κ “ 3pn` 2q{2 ´ 1
[12]. Thus we can invoke Theorem 5 to deduce that bwpupDnqq ě n ` 2.
Since Dn has exactly one source and one sink (the south-west and north-east
corners), we know (by Corollary 27) that dbwpDnq ě bwpupDnqq ´ 2, so the
result follows. 
Recall that each tree-width-inspired measure (and tree-width itself) can be
defined via some variant of a cops-rober game played on either a digraph or an
undirected graph respectively. Using Theorem 36, we will show that none of
these games can be used to characterize directed branch-width.
The cops-robber variants that can be used to define the tree-width-inspired
measures all have the following common structure. The Sheriff can chose to add
new cops to the board or move some cops that have been previously placed while
the Villain can only move their piece. Each round follows this sequence of events:
the Sheriff announces which cops they intend to move and where they intend to
move them to, then they remove any cops that are involved in this move from
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the board; before the cops are placed back on the board, the Villain makes their
move; finally the Sheriff completes their previously-announced move.
Playing on a (directed) graph D, the state of the game after round ρ is
recorded by the pair pC, rqρ where C Ď V pDq is the set of positions of the cops
and r P V pDq is the position of the robber. The initial state of the game is
always of the form pH, rq0 for some vertex r in D and the game terminates
when a cop is placed on the vertex occupied by the robber. The Sheriff loses if
the game never terminates and wins otherwise. The width of a play at time ρ
is the maximum number of cops that were ever placed at any round up to and
including ρ. We say that the Sheriff has a k-winning strategy on a (directed)
graph D if they can always win on D with a play of width at most k.
The cops can be moved (or placed) freely from their position to any other
vertex in the graph (this is often conceptualized as the cops being able to move
“by helicopter”). Different game variants are distinguished by the knowledge
of the Sheriff or the different ways in which a robber can be moved. The first
distinction is whether or not the Sheriff knows the position of the robber; we
call these games visible and invisible-robber-game respectively. The second im-
portant distinction emerges from how the Villain is allowed to move the robber.
For the games used to characterize tree-width-inspired measures, the least re-
strictive movement pattern for the robber is for it to be movable from position
r in a (directed) graph G to any vertex r1 which is reachable by a (directed)
path from r in G´C, where C is the current vertex-set occupied by cops. This
is called the weak reachability game. We note that we also allow the Villain to
pass their turn without moving their piece (this is referred to as an inert robber
game [29]).
The games we have described can be used to characterize both tree-width
and any tree-width inspired measure. An undirected graph G has tree-width at
most k if and only if the Sheriff has a pk ` 1q-winning-strategy for the visible
cops-robbers game on G [11]. A similar statement can be made about any tree-
width-inspired measure µ: there exists a cops-robber game Γµ such that the
Sheriff has a k-winning-strategy for Γµ on a digraph D if and only if µpDq ď k
[29].
Note that the most general game variant is the invisible-robber inert-weak-
reachability cops-robber game. This follows since: (1) every strategy playable
with a robber that cannot remain inert is also playable with one that can, (2)
if the Sheriff can win the invisible-robber game, then they can also win in the
visible version (by closing their eyes).
Corollary 37. The Sheriff has a 1-winning strategy for the invisible-robber
inert-weak-reachability cops-robber game on any directed acyclic graph.
Proof. Let D be an acyclic digraph and let v1, . . . , vn be a topological ordering
of its vertices. The Sheriff’s strategy on D is to place one cop at v1 and then
move it at every round to the next next vertex in the topological ordering. Note
that, if the robber is moved at any round ρ from some vertex vi to vj , then it
must be that j ě i. Thus, since the cop will eventually reach vn, the robber
cannot escape indefinitely. 
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By Theorem 36, we know that the class of all DAGs has unbounded directed
branch-width. Thus Corollary 37 implies the following result.
Corollary 38. There is a family of digraphs of unbounded directed branch-width
for which the Sheriff has a 1-winning strategy for the invisible-robber inert-weak-
reachability cops-robber game.
Undirected graph classes of bounded branch-width also have bounded rank-
width [7, 32]. We will show that this is not true for the directed analogues of
these measures: boundedness of directed branch-width does not imply bounded-
ness of bi-cut-rank-width (nor does it imply the boundedness of any rank-width
inspired measure, by Theorem 9). To do so, we fist recall a known result about
the rank-width of grids.
Theorem 39 ([26]). The class of all undirected grids has unbounded rank-width.
For directed graphs, the bi-cut-rank-width version of Theorem 39 follows by
the following theorem.
Theorem 40 ([23, 29]). For any digraph D, bcrkpDq ě rwpupDqq.
Thus Theorems 39 and 40 allow us to show that boundedness of directed
branch-width does not imply boundedness of bi-cut-rank-width.
Theorem 41. There does not exist a function g : N Ñ N such that, for any
digraph D, bcrkpDq ď gpdbwpDqq.
Proof. By Corollary 22, there is an infinite set ~Γ of digraphs given by acyclic
orientations of the square grids such that ~Γ has bounded directed branch-width.
However, by Theorems 39 and 40, we know that ~Γ has unbounded bi-cut-rank-
width. 
5 Algorithmic aspects of directed branch-width.
In this section we will first show that directed branch-width is computable in
FPT-time and then go on to demonstrate that many problems (such as Di-
rected Hamilton Path and Directed MaxCut) are in FPT when parameterized
by directed branch-width.
5.1 Computing directed branch-width
Here we will show that, despite being NP-complete, the problem of determining
whether a digraph has branch-width at most k can be solved in linear time for
any constant k.
We begin with a formal statement of the problem.
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Directed-Branch-Width.
Input: a digraph D and a positive integer k.
Question: does D have directed branch-width at most k?
It is known that deciding whether the branch-width of an undirected graph
is at most k is an NP-complete problem [37]. Since directed branch-width
agrees with undirected branch-width on bi-directed orientations of undirected
graphs (Corollary 28), it follows that Directed-Branch-Width is NP-hard.
Furthermore, given a directed branch decomposition pT, βq of a digraph D, one
can check in polynomial time the order of any edge of T . Since T has Op|EpDq|q
edges, Directed-Branch-Width is in NP; thus we have shown the following
result.
Theorem 42. Directed-Branch-Width is NP-complete.
A natural next question is whether computing the directed branch-width of
a digraph D is in FPT parameterized by k. This is known for the undirected
case.
Theorem 43 ([3, 5]). There is a linear-time algorithm which decides for a fixed
k whether an undirected graph has branch-width at most k.
We can use Theorem 43 and Lemma 29 to show that deciding whether a
digraph has directed branch-width at most k is in FPT parameterized by k.
Theorem 44. Directed-Branch-Width is in FPT parameterized by k.
Proof. Letting D1 be the source-sink-split of D, we know (Lemma 29) that
bwpupD1qq “ dbwpDq. A source-sink-split can be obtained in polynomial time:
for each source (or sink) x with Npxq “ ty1, . . . , yηu, replace x with sources (or
sinks) z1, . . . , zη such that zi is adjacent to yi. Since |V pD
1q| is Op|V pDq|2q, we
can use the FPT algorithm of Theorem 43 to determine whether the undirected
branch-width of upD1q is at most k and hence compute whether the directed
branch-width of D is at most k in time linear in |EpD1q| (which equals |EpDq|).

5.2 Parameterizations by directed branch-width
Our definition of directed branch-width was motivated by the need for a digraph
width-parameter that could be used to devise many FPT-time algorithms. As
we mentioned in Section 1, despite their great success in some cases, the tree-
width and rank-width-inspired measures still face considerable shortcomings
when compared to the algorithmic power of undirected tree-width. In particular
recall that the directed versions of the Hamilton Path and Max-Cut problems
are Wr1s-hard when parameterized by any rank-width or tree-width-inspired
measure [20, 30].
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D-Hamilton-Path.
Input: a digraph D.
Question: does D contain a directed Hamiltonian Path?
D-Max-Cut.
Input: a digraph D and an integer k.
Question: is there a vertex partition of D of directed order at least k?
We will show that both D-Hamilton-Path and D-Max-Cut are in FPT
when parameterized by directed branch-width. We will do so by first show-
ing some general results providing sufficient conditions which guarantee that a
problem is in FPT parameterized by directed branch-width.
One notion important for our sufficient conditions will be that of invariance
under source-sink-identifications.
Definition 45. We call a decision problem Π source-sink-invariant if, given
any two digraphs D and H equivalent under source-sink-identifications, D is a
yes-instance for Π if and only if H also is.
Note that, while problems such as Directed Feedback Vertex Set, Acyclic
Coloring and D-Max-Cut are source-sink-invariant (see the following lemma
for D-Max-Cut), the D-Hamilton-Path problem is not. To see this, consider
the digraph J “ pta, b, cu, t
ÝÑ
ab,
ÝÑ
cbuq. Clearly J has no directed Hamiltonian path;
however, after performing all possible source-sink-identifications, it does.
Lemma 46. D-Max-Cut is source-sink-invariant.
Proof. We will first show that, in any instance, there is a vertex partition of
maximum order with all sources on the left-hand-side and all sinks on the right-
hand-side. Then we will show that identifying the sources or the sinks in any
such partition does not change its order.
Take any vertex partition pV pDqzX,Xq of any digraph D. Recall that the
order of pV pDqzX,Xq is the number of edges in the edge separator SEpV pDqzX,Xq
consisting of all edges starting in V pDqzX and ending in X . Thus, if there is a
source s inX , then no edge incident with s will be in SEpV pDqzX,Xq. Hence, letting
Y :“ Xztsu, the order of pV pDqzY, Y q is at least that of pV pDqzX,Xq. Further-
more, a symmetric argument shows that moving all sinks to the right-hand-side
of a vertex partition can only increase the order of a partition. Thus we have
shown that, in every digraph D, there exists a vertex partition pV pDqzZ,Zq of
maximum order with all sources in V pDqzZ and all sinks in Z.
To conclude the proof, we consider what happens when we identify two
sources inD (the proof for identifications of sinks is symmetric). Let s1 and s2 be
two sources in V pDqzZ and, for i P r2s, let Fi be the set of all edges starting from
si and ending in Z. Now consider the digraphD
1 obtained fromD by identifying
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s1 and s2 into a new source γ. Since the set of edges starting from γ and ending
in Z is precisely F1 Y F2, it follows that |S
E
pV pD1qzZ,Zq| “ |S
E
pV pDqzZ,Zq|. 
We now show that if a source-sink-invariant problem is in FPT parameter-
ized by underlying tree-width, then it also is when parameterized by directed
branch-width.
Theorem 47. If Π is a source-sink-invariant problem which is in FPT param-
eterized by underlying tree-width, then Π is in FPT parameterized by directed
branch-width.
Proof. First obtain the source-sink-split D of the input digraph D1 and note
that this can be done in polynomial time (recall that |V pDq| is Op|V pD1q|q).
Since bwpupDqq “ dbwpD1q (by Lemma 29) we know that twpupDqq ď 3k{2
(by Theorem 5). Since Π is source-sink-invariant, D will be a yes-instance if
and only if D1 also is. Thus the result follows since we can apply the FPT
algorithm to solve Π on D. 
Theorem 47 allows us to deduce a algorithmic meta-theorem parameterized
by directed branch-width by leveraging Courcelle’s Meta-theorem for tree-width
(Theorem 11). In particular Theorems 47 and 11 imply that the model-checking
problem for the subset of source-sink-invariant formulae in MSO2-logic is in
FPT parameterized by directed branch-width.
Corollary 48. Let φ be a formula in the MSO2 logic of graphs. If, for any
digraph D1 equivalent to D under source-sink identification, we have that D1 |ù
φ if and only if D |ù φ, then there is an FPT algorithm parameterized by
dbwpDq ` |φ| which decides whether D models φ.
We note that Corollary 48 does not immediately imply the existence of an
FPT algorithm for D-Hamilton-Path since this is not a source-sink-invariant
problem. However notice that this problem is tractable if the input digraph
has more than one source or more than one sink (such a digraph cannot be
Hamiltonian). Thus, for problems that are tractable on inputs with more than
some constant number of sources or sinks, we know that either the problem
is tractable or we know that the underlying tree-width is bounded in terms of
the directed branch-width. More generally, the following result shows that, for
any fixed γ, problems which are polynomial-time solvable on digraphs with more
than γ sources or sinks and which are also in FPT parameterized by underlying
tree-width (such as D-Hamilton-Path), belong to FPT.
Corollary 49. Let Π be a decision problem on digraphs which is in FPT pa-
rameterized by underlying tree-width. If there exists a polynomial p and integer γ
such that Π can be decided in time pp|D|q on any digraph with at least γ sources
or at least γ sinks, then Π is in FPT parameterized by directed branch-width.
Proof. Let D be a digraph and let S and T be the sets of all sources and
sinks of D. Check (in time Op|EpDq|q) whether |S| ě γ or |T | ě γ. If this
is the case, then we decide Π in time pp|D|q. Otherwise, by Corollary 27, we
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know that bwpupDqq ď dbwpDq ` |S| ` |T | ď dbwpDq ` 2γ. Thus, since the
Π is in FPT parameterized by underlying tree-width and since twpupDqq ď
3pdbwpDq ` 2γq{2´ 1 (by Theorem 5), the result follows. 
Finally we turn our attention to D-Hamilton-Path and D-Max-Cut. Re-
call that, when parameterized by underlying tree-width, these problems are in
FPT.
Theorem 50. [11] For any digraph D, D-Hamilton-Path and D-Max-Cut
can be solved by algorithms running in time at most fptwpDqq|D| for a com-
putable function f .
Thus, by Lemma 46, Theorem 47 and Corollary 49 we can the following
result that avoids the tower of exponentials given by an application of Courcelle’s
Theorem.
Corollary 51. For any digraph D with directed branch-width k, D-Hamilton-
Path and D-Max-Cut can be solved by algorithms running in time at most
fpkq|D|2 for a computable function f .
Proof. D-Max-Cut is source-sink-invariant by Lemma 46. Thus we can solve
it in time linear in the number of vertices of the source-sink-split of any in-
put digraph D by Theorems 50 and 47. So the result follows for D-Max-Cut
since the source-sink-split has Op|V pDq|2q vertices. Now notice that any di-
graph with more than one source or more than one sink is a no-instance of
D-Hamilton-Path. Thus, by Theorem 50 and Corollary 49, the result follows
for D-Hamilton-Path as well. 
Since directed branch-width is not closed under directed topological minors,
Theorem 12 does not rule out the existence of a stronger algorithmic meta-
theorem. Thus it is natural to ask whether it is possible to strengthen Corollary
48 to show fixed-parameter tractability of the MSO2-model-checking problem
(i.e. not only for those formulae which are invariant under source-sink identifi-
cation) parameterized by directed branch-width. We shall show that this is not
possible by demonstrating a problem which is MSO2-expressible but which is
Wr1s-hard when parameterized by directed branch-width. For this purpose, we
define the Directed 2-Reachability Edge Deletion problem (denoted DRED2).
The 2-reach of a vertex x in a digraph D is the set Reach2pD, xq of all vertices
which are reachable from x in D via a directed path with 0, 1, or 2 edges.
DRED2.
Input: a digraph D and two naturals k and h and a vertex s of D.
Question: is there an edge-subset F of D of cardinality at most k such
that
|V pDqzReach2pD ´ F, sq| ě h?
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Lemma 52. Every instance pD, k, h, sq of the DRED2 problem is MSO2-
expressible with a formula of length bounded by a function of k and h.
Proof. We provide an MSO2 encoding of the DRED
2 problem via a formula
whose length depends only on k and h. Let pD, k, h, sq be an instance of the
DRED2 problem. A digraphD is encoded as a relational structure with ground
set V pDq Y EpDq and a binary incidence relation. We shall write Epx, yq as
shorthand to denote that there is an edge ÝÑxy incident with x and y. For an edge
relational variable F and edge-variable ÝÑxy we write F pÝÑxyq to denote that ÝÑxy is
in the edge-set F .
Note that there is a directed walk from s to some vertex t with 0, 1 or 2
edges none of which intersect a given edge-set F if and only if at least one of
the following formulae holds:
path
0
pF, tq :“ s “ t or
path
1
pF, tq :“ Eps, tq ^  F p
ÝÑ
stq or
path
2
pF, tq :“ Dx Eps, xq ^ Epx, tq ^  F pÝÑsxq ^  F p
ÝÑ
xtq.
Thus, in a digraph D, a vertex t is in Reach2pD ´ F, sq if and only if the
following formula holds.
canReachpF, tq :“
ł
iPt0,1,2u
pathipF, tq (1)
Using Equation 1, we determine whether there are at least h vertices which
cannot be reached from s in D ´ F with a path on 0, 1 or 2 edges; this is
encoded as follows:
unreachableěhpF q :“ Dx1 . . . Dxh
ľ
1ďiăjďh
pxi ‰ xjq
ľ
iPrhs
 canReachpF, xiq.
Next we need to establish a formula that determines whether an edge set F
contains at least k edges; we do so as follows:
carděkpF q :“ De1 . . . Dek
ľ
1ďiăjďk
pei ‰ ejq
ľ
1ďiďk
F peiq.
Finally we can use the formulae carděkpF q and reachěhpF, sq to encode the
DRED2 problem as
DF unreachableěhpF q ^  carděk`1pF q.
Note that the length of unreachablehpF q is quadratically bounded by a function
of h and that the length of carděk`1pF qq is quadratically bounded by a function
of k. Thus the formula-length of the entire encoding depends quadratically only
on k and h, as desired. 
We will show that DRED2 is Wr1s-hard on graphs of bounded directed
branch-width when parameterized by h and k. Our proof technique is almost
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identical to that used by Enright, Meeks, Mertzios, and Zamaraev for an anal-
ogous problem in a different setting (temporal graphs) [18]. For completeness,
we give full details here.
Theorem 53 ([18]). On digraph classes of directed branch-width at most one
the DRED2 problem is Wr1s-hard when parameterized by the number k of
edges which can be deleted and the number h of non-reached vertices after the
edge-deletion.
Proof. We will describe a parameterized reduction from the r-CLIQUE problem
(shown to be Wr1s-hard in [16]) which asks whether a given undirected graph
G contains an r-clique, where r is taken as the parameter. Let pG, rq be an
r-CLIQUE-instance, let n :“ |V pGq| and m :“ |EpGq|. From pG, rq construct
a DRED2-instance pD, r, h, sq by defining:
V pDq :“ tsu Y V pGq Y EpGq (where s is a new vertex not in Gq,
EpDq :“ tÝÑsx : x P V pGqu Y tÝÑxe : x P V pGq and e P EpGq s.t. x P eu,
h :“ r `
ˆ
r
2
˙
.
To see that this is indeed a parameterized reduction, note that r clearly bounds
itself, h is a function of r and |V pDq| is polynomial in |V pGq|. Finally we claim
that dbwpDq ď 1. To see this, take a source-sink-split D1 of D and note that
upD1q is a collection of disjoint stars centered at elements of V pGqXV pDq; thus,
by Lemma 29 we have dbwpDq “ bwpupD1qq ď 1. It remains to be shown that
pG, rq is a yes-instance for r-CLIQUE if and only if pD, r, h, sq is a yes-instance
for DRED2.
Note that we can assume r ě 3 since otherwise r-CLIQUE is trivial. Similarly,
we may assume that m ě r`
`
r
2
˘
since otherwise there are at most r`3 vertices
of degree at least r ´ 1 and hence we could solve r-CLIQUE on G in time Opr3q.
If pG, rq is a yes-instance, then let U be a vertex-set inducing an r-clique in
G. Then the edge-set F “ tÝÑsu : u P Uu witnesses that pD, r, hq is a yes-instance
since
|V pDqzReach2pD ´ F, sq| “ p|U | ` |EpGrU sq|q (by the definition of F q
“ r `
ˆ
r
2
˙
“ h (since U induces an r-clique).
Conversely, suppose pD, r, h, sq is a yes-instance witnessed by a set F of at most
r edges in D such that |V pDqzReach2pD ´ F, sq| ě h. Let U be the subset
of vertices in V pGq X V pDq which are incident with an edge in F . Note that
U Ď V pGq and |U | ď r by the cardinality of F . Since pD, r, hq is a yes-instance
we know that
|V pDqzReach2pD ´ F, sq| ě p|U | ` |EpGrU sq|q (by the definition of F q
ě r `
ˆ
r
2
˙
(since pD, r, h, sq is a yes-instance)
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and hence that |U | ` |EpGrU sq| ě r `
`
r
2
˘
. Thus U must induce an r-clique in
G. 
Lemma 52 and Theorem 53 show that that, unless FPT “ Wr1s, the
MSO2-model-checking problem is not in FPT on classes of bounded directed
branch-width parameterized by formula length.
6 Conclusion and open problems.
We generalized a characterization of classes of bounded tree-width as classes of
graphs whose line-graphs have bounded rank-width to the setting of digraphs.
We did so by introducing a new digraph width measure called directed branch-
width and by proving that the classes of digraphs of bounded directed branch-
width are exactly those classes whose directed line-graphs have bounded bi-cut-
rank-width.
From an algorithmic perspective, we showed that the directed analogues
of the Hamilton Path, and Max-Cut problems are in FPT parameterized by
directed branch-width. These results are of particular importance since the
directed Hamilton Path and Max-Cut problems are intractable when parame-
terized by any tree-width or rank-width-inspired measure [20, 30]. Furthermore
we showed that the model-checking problem for a specific subset of MSO2-
formulae is also in FPT parameterized by directed branch-width.
Directed branch-width opens new doors for the study of digraph connectivity
which we describe now. This is partly due to a connection with tangles which
are objects allowing one to investigate global connectivity properties of graphs
(see [35] for a definition). It is known that layouts of a symmetric sub-modular
function f over a set S are always dual to f -tangles over S [1, 14, 15, 35]. In
particular, it is possible to define a notion of directed tangle which is dual to
directed branch-width.
Tangles and k-blocks (introduced in [6]) have been recently abstracted by
Diestel, Hundertmark and Lemanczyk [13] via the notion of a separation profile.
This notion can be applied to graphs, matroids and to data sets. An interesting
open problem is that of developing truly directed analogues of k-blocks and
separation profiles. The fact that directed branch-width can be associated to a
directed tangle makes it a promising starting point for this problem.
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